GRAPES
of
Civilization
Study the G.R.A.P.E.S. of Civilization
with this simple Anchor Chart and
Graphic Organizer!
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GRAPES
Directions: Give 2 examples in each of the Grapes for the civilization being studied .

CIVILIZATION:
Accomplishments
Religion
Geography

Economics
Politics

Society
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Geography

Politics

Religion

Economics

Civilization Name:

Accomplishments

Society

G.R.A.P.E.S. of Civilization Summary Sheet

Thank you For your Support!

Thank you!
I wanted to first thank you for your purchase. If you ever have a question, concern, or a product request, please
email me at redstickteaching@gmail.com.
Secondly, I want to remind you about the fact that you can build up TPT credit by leaving feedback on my products.
You can submit feedback at the time of purchase or go to My Purchases for a list of what you have bought in the
past. Next to each title you`ll find a Leave Feedback button. If you click and leave a rating and comment you`ll
receive the credit. Then go to TPT Credits to learn how to redeem your credits on future purchases!.
Finally, I want to let you know that you can connect with me on different social media formats or you can follow me
on TPT by clicking the green arrow by my name. This way you will be the first to now of new items, flash sales and
freebies as they become available.
Thank You Again for Your Purchase and Support!

Terms of use:

•Copyright © 2016 Red Stick Teaching Material. All rights reserved by the author, Corie Buras. With this purchase you have
permission to copy for single classroom use only. Additional licenses can be purchased through my store at a discount. This
resource is intended for classroom and personal use ONLY.
•Resource may not be used/shared: By multiple teachers, an entire grade level, school, or district without the purchase of the
proper number of additional licenses, on a shared database, for public view online, or use any portion of this item to create
products for sharing or selling.
•Failure to comply is a copyright infringement and a violation of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA). This item is
intended for classroom and personal use ONLY.
Thank you for respecting my work. For questions you may send me a message through my store or contact me at
redstickteaching@gmail.com
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